We introduce the concept of a variety V_ of topological groups and of a free topological group F(X , V) of £ on a topological space X as generalizations of the analogous concepts in the theory of varieties of groups. Necessary and sufficient conditions for F(X 3 V) to exist are given and uniqueness is proved. We say the topological group F (X) is moderately free on X if its topology M is maximal and it is algebraically free with X as a free basis.
Introduction
The concept of a free topological group was introduced by Markov [5] In a similar manner we introduce topological analogues of other concepts In §2 the concepts of a variety of topological groups and of a free topological group of a topological variety are introduced. A theorem (Theorem 2.6), which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the latter to exist, is proved. Uniqueness of it is also proved (Theorem 2.9).
In §3 topological varieties of a special type are studied. This specialization is justified because firstly the results obtained are significant and secondly some important topological varieties are of this type. In particular the variety of all topological groups is included.
The results of this section are, then, generalizations of results, on free topological groups, in [5] .
In §1+ we indicate how many of the well known results of [5] on free (free abelian) topological groups can be deduced from the results of §2 and §3.
Neumann [6] has various equivalents of the frets group of a variety of abstract groups. In §5 we examine the relationships between the topological analogues of these. In fact these analogues are found not to be equivalent. This is one of the most noticeable differences between the algebraic and topological theories.
In the Appendix a result similar to the Stone-Cech compactification is proved. The reason for including it in a paper of this type is that its proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2 of [3] on which the main theorem (Theorem 2.6) of §2 relies.
The notation and terminology conform to that of [4] and [6] \x\ and cl.X denote the cartesian product of the spaces Sy with the product topology, the cardinal of X and the closure of X respectively.
Note that whenever we refer to a topology on an abstract group we shall mean a topology compatible with the group structure. We conclude the introduction with the important point that unlike earlier papers dealing with free topological groups, we do consider tbpological groups which are not Hausdorff.
Varieties and their free groups
DEFINITION 2.1 A non-empty class V^ of groups is said to be a variety if it has the properties: Note that the symbols V_ , j/ and so on, will always denote varieties.
Further the algebraic variety determined by V_ will be denoted by £ . 
THEOREM 2.8 If F(X , V) exists, then F(X , V) = F(X , V) .
Proof Let < j > be any mapping of X into fi£7 . By Lemma 2.7. A is in V_ where A has the properties stated in that lemma. Let T be an algebraic isomorphism from G to A . Then T<j> is a continuous mapping from X into A (since A has the indiscrete topology). Therefore there We conclude this section with a remark which can easily be verified: It is readily seen that if F is F(X 3 W) for some space X and
The group F is said to be moderately free on the space X , and will be denoted by P W , if, (i) F is a relatively free abstract group with X as a free generating set,
(ii) the topology of F is the strongest group topology (on F) which will induce the same topology on X .
THEOREM 3.3 If F is F^X) then F is F(X , VJF)) .
in VJF) . Now by Theorem 2.8 P is F(X , VJF)) . Therefore there exists a homomorphism $ of F into G such that $\x = $ . We show now that $ is continuous.
Let We have been unable to find a non-trivial necessary and sufficient condition for an arbitrary group F to be a free group of the variety it generates. However Theorem 3.3 gives a sufficient condition.
In this section we shall confine ourselves to moderately free groups.
While this line of study may seem rather restrictive, the results obtained Now H has a stronger topology than G . Let 8 be the natural mapping of F(X , V) onto H , and 6(X) = X' . Then 6 maps X one to one onto X' . The topology on X' is weaker than that on X since $\X : X •* X' is continuous. However X is a subspace of G , therefore X' has a stronger topology than X . Thus X and X' are homeomorphic. A n x = <t> , An x~1X = A n xx' 1 = {1} .
Let / be the natural mapping F -*• F/A and f(X) = X' . By the above paragraph / maps X one to one onto X' . Clearly X' has a weaker topology than X . Let F' be the free group on X' . Then F and F' are algebraically isomorphic. Since X' has a weaker topology then * , F' has a weaker topology than F . Now It follows immediately that F(X s V) is Hausdorff.
Relatively free groups
Neumann has various equivalents of "the free abstract group of an algebraic variety", namely 13.11, 13.21, 13.22 and 13.23 of [6] . In this section we examine the relationships between the topological analogues of these. DEFINITION 5.1 A group F is said to be relatively free if it possesses a generating space X such that every continuous mapping of X into F can be extended to a continuous endomorphism of F . X is said to be a free generating space of F .
Clearly a free group of a variety is relatively free. We now formulate the analogues of 13.11, 13.21, 13.22 and 13-23 of [6] . Consider B(n) , n > 2 . Let the mapping < ( > take 1 onto n .
This certainly is a continuous mapping of the generating space X of H(n)
into H(n) . Let the obvious homomorphic extension of ( J > be $ . Then
. Thus $ is not continuous. Hence H(n) is not relatively free with generating space X . However since every group which is algebraically relatively free has property (5.5), H(n) has this property.
Hence (5-5) does not imply (5-M-
An auxiliary result is that not every Hausdorff topology on an algebraically relatively free group gives rise to a relatively free group.
Another interesting point arises from the above discussion. Obviously F(X , VjH(n)) exists and is algebraically isomorphic to B(n) but has a strictly stronger topology. Thus the variety generated by a group can contain a group algebraically isomorphic to the former group but having a strictly stronger topology. The final theorem includes the results of [7] . However it can be [7] R. Nielsen and C. Sloyer, "On embedding in quasi-cubes", Amer. Math. Monthly 75 (1968), 51>*-515.
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